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CONNECTING THE NEXT GENERATION OF ATHLETES

JOINING PLAYSIGHT
Simply click JOIN in the top left of the home screen
to sign up for a FREE PlaySight account. You can
also sign up at PlaySight.com or through the app.
And now whenever you go to play on a SmartCourt,
you just need to remember your e-mail and
password to log in! At least one player needs to log
in for the Smart Court system to begin recording and
analyzing.
If you ever forget your password, click FORGOT
PASSWORD on the log in screen to have a new one
e-mailed to your PlaySight account.

SMARTCOURT

Tip

Pick a SIX CHARACTER (or longer) password
that will be quick and easy to remember and
enter each time you step on court.
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LOGGING IN
Once you have created an account, you can select
SINGLES, DOUBLES, or GROUPS. After doing
this, you log in to your PlaySight account.
SINGLES - for 1 v 1 tennis, or lessons involving a
coach and a player. The full SmartCourt analytics
and tracking are available in this mode.
DOUBLES - all of the video tools (replay, multiangle analysis) are available here, but no analytics
(coming soon).
GROUPS - this is a way for coaches to log in and
manage as many players as they would like - with
quick and easy switching depending who is on the
SmartCourt.
Check out the other pages in this guide for more
information on each.
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SINGLES - MAIN MENU
1. Select WARM UP to get out and hit
with no specific goal or target. The
SmartCourt will count all strokes that
land within the singles court.
2. Select DRILLS for gamified tennis
training - play points and/or train with
time, zone, and stroke targets.
3. Select SERVE AND RETURN to work
on serves and return strokes.
4. Select PLAY POINTS to start a match or
tournament, or to play baseline points.
5. Select VIDEO ONLY for just the video
recording and no statistics or analytic
tracking.
6. Select PREVIOUS SESSIONS to review
previous sessions from that SmartCourt.
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SINGLES - PLAY POINTS
1. Select BASELINE POINTS to play
baseline points with no serves or serve
tracking. The first feed of each rally does
not count.
2. Select MATCH to play a match (or points
with serves) with full analytics, statistics,
and video.
3. Select TOURNAMENT to play a match
without real-time stats, but with the
PLAYFAIR CHALLENGE system - use
the multi-angle video replay to challenge
close calls, and access all analytics and
stats after the match has concluded.

SMARTCOURT

Tip

Always be sure to select SWITCH SIDES when you and your
opponent switch sides - this way all of the stats tracked will
be accurate for each player.
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SINGLES - BASELINE POINTS
Baseline points allows you to play points
without having to serve.
The first feed of each rally is not counted by the
system - so to be sure to alternate feeding with
your opponent for a fair game.
All of the SmartCourt features are available
in this mode - from real-time statistics, to the
quick stats tab, to instant replay.
Once you are finished playing, be sure to select
ANALYZE to review your game in greater detail.
The audio options include winners (the system
will clap for these) and line calling - and you can
always mute and adjust the volume of these.
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SINGLES - MATCH
Match mode provides all analytics and statistics.
You can toggle on the screen between different
stats (using these <> arrows) that will update as
you play.
You can also utilize the instant replay function,
and turn on or off audio line and speed calling for
serves.
Be sure not to continue playing after a point is
over, as the analytic cameras will “overrule” the
system and continue to track on-court action.
Once you are finished playing, be sure to select
ANALYZE to review your game in greater detail.

SMARTCOURT

Tip

Always be sure to select SWITCH SIDES when you and your
opponent switch sides - this way all of the stats tracked will
be accurate for each player.
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SINGLES - TOURNAMENTS
Tournament mode has the same
functionality as match mode, but there
are no statistics or data available in real
time. You can still review your match
afterwards and see all information (by
clicking ANALYZE).
Tournament mode is PlayFair Challangeenabled. What that means - you and
your opponent can challenge and
review close line calls - just like the
professionals do. Check out the next
page for more on this feature.

SMARTCOURT

Tip

Always be sure to select SWITCH SIDES when you and your
opponent switch sides - this way all of the stats tracked will
be accurate for each player.
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SINGLES - PLAYFAIR CHALLENGE
Each tournament match gives you the
option to add anywhere from 1 to 3
challenges for each player (you can
also select zero).
The PlayFair Challenge system was
created for tournaments of all levels
- from the pros to collegiate tennis to
club tennis. Using multi-angle video
gives players instant replay tools at
their fingertips each time they step
onto a SmartCourt.

SMARTCOURT

Tip

If you want to challenge a call, simply walk over to the kiosk
and press CHALLENGE to access the multi-angle instant
replay of the serve or stroke under review.
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SINGLES - DRILLS
1. You can customize the target zones, time limits,
and stroke goals in each practice session. Every
Ball Counts!
2. The SmartCourt system will automatically set up
drills for you and your opponent based on your
handedness (righty to righty crosscourt forehands,
for example).
3. Whatever stroke you select (‘any stroke’ will count
every type of stroke you hit) will be the only one
tracked and recorded. For example, if you select
crosscourt forehands, any other type of stroke
(other forehand variations, or backhands) won’t
receive any points from the system.
4. The system also tracks volleys.

SMARTCOURT

Tip

Select FEEDING for one of the sides of the court if you don’t want the stats tracked from that side
(typically for a coach or if there are two players). The system won’t track any of the movement or
statistics from this side of the court.
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SINGLES - DRILLS
Once you have selected your drill strokes (whether it is any strokes, feeding,
forehands, and so on), the next screen allows you to customize the difficulty.

EASY - All strokes that land in
the singles court are counted.

MEDIUM - All strokes that
land beyond the service line
are counted.

HARD - All strokes that land
nine feet from the baseline and
deeper are counted.
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SINGLES - DRILLS
You continue to customize your drill with a few more options.
HEAD TO HEAD - the two players compete against
		 each other.
TEAM WORK - the two players work together towards a 		
specific goal.

Finally, you can select a specific goal for your drill.
TIME TARGET - get as many strokes in the target area in a
		 certain amount of time.
STROKE TARGET - work towards a stroke target goal.
FREE STYLE - no specific time or stroke target goal.
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SINGLES - SERVE & RETURN PRACTICE
1. Ensure that you wait at least 3 seconds
between each serve to give the system
time to track it.
2. Real-time serve speed is available - put
all sounds on to also have the system
call lines (you can always mute or adjust
the volume).
3. Serves can be hit from either side of the
court and from both the deuce and ad
sides.

SMARTCOURT

Tip

Coaches - make sure you don’t stand beside your player while they are serving - this may
interfere with the tracking of the analytic cameras.
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ANALYZE
At any point, you can select ANALYZE
to access many features, including:
1. Automated shot tagging
2. Stroke filtering
3. Drawing tools
4. Multi-angle video review
5. The ability to create custom videos
6. 3D Analysis
7. Statistics and data
8. Slow-motion
See the next page for more.

SMARTCOURT

Tip

Create and save your own custom highlight or coaching videos easily. Select RECORD VIDEO and
capture your voice (optional) and whatever is playing on the kiosk screen.
Pause at any time and select STOP to save it to your PlaySight account.
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ANALYZE
1. The VIDEOS TAB - this shows all camera
angles and strokes hit.

2. The ADVANCED FILTER - easily filter

through any stroke type and either player.

3. You can view all strokes, serves, returns,
and rallies by clicking on these EVENT
LIST tabs.

4. Change the camera views by clicking the
drop-down bar here.

5. The EVENT LIST contains every single

stroke hit - the time, who hit it, the type,
speed, spin, and result.

6. Collapse the EVENT LIST to view the
video window in full.

7. Use the drawing tools (lines, arrows, and

more) for impactful coaching and review.

8. RECORD VIDEO captures everything on the screen, as well as your voice, and saves it it to your
PlaySight account

9. Change the playback speed of the video by clicking the arrows here.
10. You can skip back and forward, use frame-by-frame, and pause/play the video here.
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DOUBLES
Select MATCH MODE to play a
doubles match. Smart Courts do
not track analytics or statistics for
doubles tennis, but you still get
the video and full instant replay
capabilities.
All players logged in (up to four) will
receive their full match or training
session video after, where they
can review it on-court, online, or
through the PlaySight app.

SMARTCOURT

Tip

Utilize the REPLAY button to review or challenge close calls. This feature is available for
both singles and doubles tennis. Call lines with confidence knowing that the video is there
to support you.
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GROUPS/LESSONS
This allows coaches and pros to
quickly and easily manage all of
their lessons, clinics, and practice
sessions.
A coach must be designated as a
coach through the club/school’s
PlaySight.com administrator
account. For more on how to set
this mode up, read the PlaySight
User Manual and watch the
Groups Mode tutorials (available
at PlaySight.com and on our
YouTube page).

SMARTCOURT

Tip

The VIDEO ONLY mode is a very powerful tool for teams and lessons, especially if players
are rotating on/off courts. If you only add players for the specific time they are on a court,
they will receive individualized video clips to their PlaySight accounts.
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THE PLAYSIGHT APP
With the free PlaySight app, you can live stream
from any tennis court in the world (and it also
saves your live stream for future analysis or review),
broadcast your matches, create custom sessions, or
review any of your past SmartCourt sessions with
full analytics, video, and data. You can also share any
of your top highlights or match video on social media
with the click of a button!

THE WEBSITE
On PlaySight.com, you can access the video, analytics, and data
from all of your Smart Court sessions. You can also share your
matches and highlight clips on social media, compare yourself
to a global tennis community, and much more! PlaySight also
tracks your progress over time with a statistics dashboard. This
is a great place to edit and modify your account, too.
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SMARTCOURT TIPS
■■

Make sure there is one person on each side of the court for accurate statistics and
player tracking.

■■

Make sure only one ball is in play.

■■

Serve practice can be done from both sides (just wait at least 3 seconds between
each serve).

■■

Matches, tournaments, and serve practice must start with a serve.

■■

Make sure your audio is on to get real time feedback (but you can always mute the
audio too).

■■

Remember - your video and data is automatically uploaded to the cloud - which you
can access at PlaySight.com or through the free PlaySight app.

■■

Don’t forget to Log Out when you are done.

■■

Only one overview (middle of the court) camera is uploaded to the cloud - you can
access all camera views on the kiosk, but only one online or through the App (ask your
club or pro which side to play on to get the best footage of your session).

■■

At least one user must log in for the system to record.

■■

The video and audio is private and is only accessible by you - unless you choose to
share it via social media or with your coaches or family and friends.

■■

Live streaming is not automatically turned on - please consult with your club, school,
or academy to see whether the live stream is activated.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
■■

If you encouter any issues on the kiosk, please notify the front desk or your
pro or coach.

■■

You can contact PlaySight’s global support team at support@playsight.com
- provide them with as much information as you can for them to give you
timely help.

■■

The SmartCourt system is very accurate (and with each software update
and algorithm tweak we get closer to perfect accuracy) - once in a while
a close call may be missed - but don’t forget you can utilize multi-angle
video review to challenge and review close calls.

■■

The SmartCourt kiosk is the “brain” of the court - all of the cameras are
connected to it and everything runs through it - please ensure that the
kiosk screen is kept out of the direct sunlight (if outdoors), and is regularly
cleaned and well-maintained.

■■

There are no sensors or wearable devices necessary for the SmartCourt to
track your movement
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